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Building, Managing and Preserving Your Wealth Plan.

~  CLIENT ACCOUNT ACCESS (section5.cfm)  ~
As an independent financial advisor, my loyalty is with you. With that philosophy in mind, you receive objective comprehensive advice that is not tied to any
specific product or service. My focus is to uncover opportunities to guide diversification, performance and reduce risk for my clients. 

 Making solid financial decisions doesn't have to be confusing. Our process begins with a comprehensive independent analysis of your entire financial profile
allowing me to design a thoughtful and innovative portfolio construction that delivers a customized strategy to meet your individual financial planning needs.

 Using extensive knowledge and experience, along with a commitment to ongoing professional education, allows me to synthesize the evolving and complex
nature of wealth management strategies. Using simple, proven techniques, I will guide you in choosing the best strategies throughout your journey in
planning for, and living, your retirement goals.  

 I welcome the opportunity to set up an initial phone consultation or to schedule an in-person meeting to review your portfolio.

 Tom

 Delivering a personal connection to develop a stronger financial future for you.

* Securities and investment advisory services offered through Woodbury Financial Services, Inc. (WFS), member FINRA
(http://www.finra.org)/SIPC (http://www.sipc.org).  WFS is separately owned and other entities and/or marketing names, products or
services referenced here are independent of WFS.  WFS does not provide tax or legal advice.

WFS Registered Representatives associated with this site may only discuss and/or transact securities business with residents of the
following states (registrations vary by individual representative):  AZ, CA, IL, MD, MN, TX and WA.

PLEASE NOTE: When you link to any of the websites displayed within this website, you are leaving this website and assume total
responsibility and risk for your use of the website you are linking to. We make no representation as to the completeness or accuracy
of any information provided at these websites. 

Not FDIC insured   ~   No bank guarantee   ~   May lose value
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Check the background (http://brokercheck.finra.org/) of this financial professional on FINRA's BrokerCheck
(http://brokercheck.finra.org/)
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